Abstract We study challenges raised by the order of Arabic verbs and their subjects in statistical machine translation (SMT). We show that the boundaries of post-verbal subjects (VS) are hard to detect accurately, even with a state-of-the-art Arabic dependency parser. In addition, VS constructions have highly ambiguous reordering patterns when translated to English, and these patterns are very different for matrix (main clause) VS and non-matrix (subordinate clause) VS. Based on this analysis, we propose a novel method for leveraging VS information in SMT: we reorder VS constructions into pre-verbal (SV) order for word alignment. Unlike previous approaches to sourceside reordering, phrase extraction and decoding are performed using the original Arabic word order. This strategy significantly improves BLEU and TER scores, even on a strong large-scale baseline. Limiting reordering to matrix VS yields further improvements.
Introduction
Arabic verbs and their subjects pose many challenges to Arabic-English statistical machine translation (SMT). Arabic subjects can occur in pre-verbal (SV), post-verbal (VS) or pro-dropped constructions (VNS-verbs with no explicit subject), while English is primarily SV; Arabic gender and number agreement rules differ in SV and VS orders; subjects can be long, in particular when they include recursive possessive constructions. These variations make it particularly hard to automatically detect, word align and translate Arabic verbs and subjects correctly.
In this article, we first attempt to get a better understanding of translation patterns for Arabic verbs and their subjects, particularly VS constructions, by studying their occurrence and reordering patterns in a hand-aligned Arabic-English parallel treebank. Our analysis shows that VS reordering rules are not straightforward and that SMT should therefore benefit from direct modeling of Arabic verb and subject translation.
We then turn to detecting these constructions automatically, which is a challenging task in itself. Using a state-of-the-art Arabic dependency parser, we show that VS constructions and their exact boundaries are hard to identify accurately. Given this noise in VS detection, existing strategies for source-side reordering (e.g., Xia and McCord 2004; Collins et al. 2005; Wang et al. 2007 ) or using dependency parses as cohesion constraints in decoding (Cherry 2008; Bach et al. 2009) are not effective at this stage. While these approaches have been successful for language pairs such as German-English for which syntactic parsers are more developed and relevant reordering patterns might be less ambiguous, their impact potential on Arabic-English translation is still unclear.
We therefore focus on VS constructions, and propose a strategy to benefit from their noisy detection in SMT for the word alignment stage only. We reorder phrases detected as VS constructions into an SV order. Unlike in previous syntactic reordering approaches, subjects are moved back to the original VS word order before phrase-extraction. For phrase extraction, weight optimization and decoding, we use the original (non-reordered) text. While this strategy does not address the important problem of reordering at decoding time, it successfully leverages subject span information, and yields significant improvements on BLEU and TER on top of strong medium and large-scale phrase-based SMT baselines. We further show that limiting reordering to matrix VS subjects yields additional gains on both medium-and largescale settings. This simple but crucial modification of the reordering rule is motivated by two observations: -First, we show that matrix and non matrix VS have very different reordering patterns. Using a manually word-aligned Arabic-English corpus, we discover that while most matrix VS constructions are translated in inverted order (SV), nonmatrix VS constructions are inverted in only half the cases. -Second, while detecting verbs and their subjects is a hard task, our syntactic parser detects VS constructions better in matrix than in non-matrix clauses. Reordering only matrix VS therefore introduces less noise due to incorrect parses.
This article draws together our work in Carpuat et al. (2010a) and Carpuat et al. (2010b) , and extends it with further analysis of the impact of subject reordering on word alignment quality. To the best of our knowledge, the only other attempt at explicitly modeling Arabic subjects for translation failed to improve phrase-based SMT (Green et al. 2009 ). In contrast, Bisazza and Federico (2010) who proposed a similarly motivated reordering method for the entire SMT pipeline, rely on Arabic base-phrase chunks and sidestep the issue of subject detection.
In Sect. 2, we present a discussion of the various challenges of processing the Arabic verb-and-subject constructions. Section 3 outlines our approach and presents an evaluation of it. Section 4 presents a deeper analysis of the produced alignments. Finally Sects. 5 and 6 present a discussion of related work and conclude this article, respectively.
Processing challenges of the Arabic verb-and-subject constructions
In this section, we discuss relevant linguistic facts on the Arabic verb-and-subject constructions. Then we present two sets of analyses for reordering in MT and automatic parsing.
Relevant linguistic facts
Arabic is a morpho-syntactically complex language with many differences from English. We describe here two linguistic features of Arabic that are relevant to Arabic-English translation and how we handle them: Arabic's complex morphology, and VS order. 1 First, Arabic words are morphologically complex containing clitics whose translations are represented separately in English and sometimes in a different order. For instance, possessive pronominal enclitics are attached to the noun they modify in Arabic but their translation precedes the English translation of the noun: + kitAbu+hu 2 'book+his → his book'. Other clitics include the definite article + Al+ 'the', the conjunction + w+ 'and' and the preposition + l+ 'of/for', among others. Separating some of these clitics has been shown to help SMT (Habash and Sadat 2006) . In this article we do not investigate which clitics to separate, but instead we use the Penn Arabic Treebank (PATB) (Maamouri et al. 2004 ) tokenization scheme which splits all clitics except for the definite article + Al+ (see example in Fig. 1 ). We tokenize our data using the Morphological Analysis and Disambiguation for Arabic (MADA+TOKAN v. 3 .1) toolkit (Habash and Rambow 2005; Habash 2007a,b; Roth et al. 2008) , for both parser training purposes and SMT (word alignment, phrase extraction, and decoding). Second, the subject in Arabic VS constructions may be: (a) pro-dropped (conjugated verb), (b) pre-verbal (SV), or (c.) post-verbal (VS). Each situation comes with its own morphosyntactic restrictions. Generally, verbs agree with subjects in person, gender and number in SV order, but only in person and gender in VS order. From the point of reordering, the case of VS order is the most interesting in the context of translation to English (see Fig. 1 ). For small noun phrases (NP), phrase-based SMT might be able to handle the reordering in the phrase table if the verb and subject were seen in training. But this becomes much less likely with very long NPs that exceed the size of the phrases in a phrase table. Figure 2 illustrates this point: boldface and italics are used to mark the verb and subordinating conjunction that surround the subject NP (11 tokens) in Arabic and what they map to in English, respectively. Additionally, since Arabic is a pro-drop language, we cannot "blindly" move the NP following the verb, since it can be the object of that verb. A mistaken identification of the subject boundaries can lead to moving part of the subject before the verb and keeping the rest after, which is likely to hurt word alignment. These observations illustrate the importance of having a suitable syntactic analyzer that can not only identify the boundaries of NP (and other potential subjects) but also assign them the correct relation to the correct verb in the sentence. For more information on Arabic morphology and syntax, see Habash (2010) . We check whether V and S are translated in a "monotone" or "inverted" order for all VS and SV constructions. "Overlap" represents instances where translations of the Arabic verb and subject have some English words in common, and are not monotone nor inverted Bold characters indicate the most frequent reordering operation for each type of construction
Reordering rules for gold Arabic VS are not deterministic
We use the manually word-aligned parallel Arabic-English Treebank (LDC2009E82) to study how Arabic VS constructions are translated into English by humans. Given the gold Arabic syntactic parses and the manual Arabic-English word alignments, we can determine the gold reorderings for SV and VS constructions. We extract VS representations from the gold constituent parses by deterministic conversion to a simplified dependency structure, CATiB (Habash and Roth 2009 ) (see Sect. 2). We then check whether the English translations of the Arabic verb and the Arabic subject occur in the same order as in Arabic (monotone) or not (inverted). Table 1 summarizes the reordering patterns for each category. As expected, 98% of Arabic SV are translated in a monotone order in English. For VS constructions, the picture is surprisingly more complex. The majority of Arabic VS are reordered into English (as in the examples in Figs. 1 and 2), but 27% are translated in a monotone order. A common case of monotone translation order in English is the case of VS constructions in subordinating clauses mapping into English passive constructions, e.g., the Arabic + AlktAb Alðy ktb + h ς ly 'the book that Ali wrote' may be translated as 'the book written by Ali'. We manually inspected the data and found that many monotone VS occur in subordinate clauses. This suggested that distinguishing between matrix (main) versus non-matrix (subordinate) subjects might provide additional insights. Interestingly, VS in matrix clauses are reordered more often (81%) than non-matrix VS (48%). The monotone VS translations are mostly explained by changes to passive voice or to non-verbal constructions (such as nominalization) in the English translation.
In addition, Table 1 shows that subjects occur more frequently in VS order (70%) than in SV order (30%). These numbers do not include pro-dropped ("null subject") constructions, since generating correct translations for them is not a reordering issue.
Arabic VS constructions are hard to identify
Before turning to translation, we need to identify Arabic subjects, their spans, and the verbs they attach to (and potentially reorder with). We employ a dependency parser for this task and show that it detects verbs and their subjects with an F-score of 74%.
Most statistical syntactic parsers used in SMT are constituency parsers (Bikel 2004; Manning and Schuetze 1999) , and do not typically mark subject relations explicitly. In contrast, in Carpuat et al. (2010a) and Carpuat et al. (2010b) we employ a dependency parser-MaltParser with the Nivre "eager" algorithm (Nivre 2003; Nivre et al. 2006) 3 -as follows: We train the parser on the training portion of the University of Pennsylvania Arabic Treebank (PATB) part 3 (v3.1) (Maamouri et al. 2004) , with the dev/test split defined by Zitouni et al. (2006) . As in the Columbia Arabic Treebank (CATiB) (Habash and Roth 2009 ), we convert the PATB annotation to a simplified format with 8 dependency relations and 6 POS tags, to gain higher POS prediction accuracy. We then extend it to a set of 44 tags using regular expressions of the basic POS and a linguistically motivated set of affixes of the normalized surface word forms. (We normalize Alif Maqsura to Ya, and Hamzated Alifs to bare Alif, as is commonly done in Arabic SMT). This parsing model is described in more details in Marton et al. (2010) : it is essentially the catibEx (extended CATiB POS tag) baseline model. Further discussion and subsequent work on the parsing models can be found there. Evaluated on the development section of PATB 3v3.1, our parsing model achieves an overall labeled attachment score of 79.25%, using MADA predicted (non-gold) POS tags.
In this work, we are specifically interested in (a) detection of subjects (with their correct span) in constructions with verbs, and (b) detection of the verb that governs each subject and which determines where the subject should move to in the translation to the target language (English). Hence, we argue that combined detection statistics of constructions of both verbs and their subjects (VATS hereafter) are more telling, when evaluating parsing quality for reordering. 4 Table 2 includes overall precision/recall/ F-score statistics for all VATS and for each type of verbal construction (VS, SV and VNS) regardless of matricity and also for matrix/non-matrix conditions. VNS refers to verbs with no explicit separate subject token (a.k.a. pro-drop or null-subject verbs). VATS: (All) Verbs and their subjects, regardless of subject form or construction, VS, SV verb-subject and subject-verb constructions, respectively, VNS verbs with null subjects (having no separate token for subject).
In the VATS row, the % column cells are for percentage of all VATS; however, the other % column cells are for percentage of all VATS in the same matricity condition VS refers only to verbs (whether PV or IV) with subjects that are NP. NP with NULL heads are deleted in CATiB and verbs with such subjects are marked as VNS.
-Overall, identifying VATS is hard, with 74% F-score. Matrix VATS are much harder to detect-almost 9% absolute lower than non-matrix VATS. This difference is partly explained by errors in identifying whether a verb is a matrix verb or not. In addition, recall that these scores reflect both errors in detecting subject spans and in identifying the verb the subject is attached to. -VS constructions, our main focus for reordering, have the lowest F-score of all constructions: 63%. However, VS constructions are detected with a higher F-score in the harder matrix condition than in the non-matrix condition. This differs from the other two types of constructions which fare better in the non-matrix condition. -The low precision of the matrix VNS condition (56.37% in Table 2 ) reveals another source of errors. A VNS construction (null-subject verb) is correct if the verb is tagged correctly and has a null-subject. Since matrix verbs are tagged with high precision (almost 93%) 5 , most errors in matrix VNS detection are due to unidentified subjects, i.e. VS and SV constructions that are incorrectly identified as VNS.
To the best of our knowledge, we cannot directly compare these numbers to any previously published work. For instance, the Stanford Arabic parser (Green and Manning 2010 ) is a constituency parser that does not identify VS. The closest basis for comparison is work by Green et al. (2009) (see Sect. 5) , who propose a VS detection technique that bypasses syntactic parsing. Instead, they use conditional random fields to detect only maximal (non-nested) subjects of verb-initial clauses. They report 65.9% precision and 61.3% F-score, but use a different training/test split of the PATB data (parts 1, 2 and 3).
Reordering Arabic VS for SMT word alignment

Approach
Based on these analyses, we propose a new method to help phrase-based SMT systems deal with Arabic-English word order differences due to VS constructions. As in related work on syntactic reordering by preprocessing, our method aims to make Arabic and English word order closer to each other by reordering Arabic VS constructions into SV. However, unlike in previous work, the reordered Arabic sentences are used only for word alignment. Phrase translation extraction and decoding are performed on the original Arabic word order. Given a parallel sentence (a, e), we proceed as follows:
(1) automatically tag VS constructions in a (2) generate new sentence a = reorder(a) by reordering Arabic VS into SV (3) get word alignment wa on new sentence pair (a , e) (4) using mapping from a to a , get corresponding word alignment wa = unreorder(wa ) for the original sentence pair (a, e) Based on the analysis of gold reordering patterns and our automatic subject detection tools, we also introduce a simple but crucial variation to step 2, where reordering is limited to matrix VS constructions.
Reordering Arabic VS attempts to make the bitext more monotone and therefore easier to explain by the alignment model. Commonly used alignment models have weak reordering models and prefer monotone alignments. For instance, in IBM models 2 and 3 (Brown et al. 1993 ), the distortion model is only based on absolute word positions in the source and target sentence, while IBM-4 and HMM models (Vogel et al. 1996) use relative word positions and condition distortion on the alignment of the previous word.
Limiting reordering to alignment prevents the system from learning translation rules on incorrect word orders introduced either by incorrect VS detection, or by incorrect reordering of a possibly correctly detected VS. Experiments on an earlier version of the large-scale SMT system described in Sect. 3 showed that such errors are common since forcing reordering of VS constructions at training and test time does not have a consistent impact on translation quality. 6 These results are consistent with recent reports that forcing reordering throughout the translation process has a mixed impact on translation quality even for German-English SMT (Howlett and Dras 2011) . Taken together, these results suggest that integrating VS reordering in decoding requires more sophisticated models, and we plan to address this in future work (Andreas et al. 2011 , for follow-up work on these ideas). In this article, we choose to limit our experiments to reordering for alignment, and we do not directly address the weaknesses of the reordering model used at decoding time. For instance, when used with a phrasebased SMT decoder, our approach can improve the phrase-table and the lexicalized reordering model, but it has no direct impact on the ability of the decoder to handle long-range reorderings.
SMT evaluation set-up
We use the open-source Moses toolkit ) to build two phrase-based SMT systems trained on two different data conditions:
(1) Medium-scale the bitext consists of 12M words on the Arabic side (LDC2007E103). The language model is trained on the English side of the large bitext. (2) Large-scale the bitext consists of several newswire LDC corpora, and has 64M words on the Arabic side. The language model is trained on the English side of the bitext augmented with Gigaword data.
For both systems, the parallel corpus is word-aligned using GIZA++ (Och and Ney 2003) , which sequentially learns word alignments for the IBM1, HMM, IBM3 and IBM4 models. The resulting alignments in both translation directions are intersected and augmented using the grow-diag-final-and heuristic ). Phrase translations of up to 10 words are extracted in the Moses phrase-table, and filtered using statistical significance testing (Johnson et al. 2007 ). We use a 5-gram language model with modified Kneser-Ney smoothing, and lexicalized reordering (monotone, swap and discontinuous orientations, in both translation directions). The weights for the five phrase-table features, six lexicalized distortion features and the language model scores are tuned to maximize BLEU on the NIST MT06 test set. The English data is tokenized using simple punctuation-based rules. The Arabic side is segmented according to the Arabic Treebank v3.1 tokenization scheme using the MADA+TOKAN morphological analyzer and tokenizer (Habash and Rambow 2005; Habash 2007a,b; Roth et al. 2008) . MADA-produced Arabic lemmas are used for word alignment. The dependency parser described in Sect. 2 is applied to the entire Arabic training data.
Results: VS reordering significantly improves BLEU and TER
We evaluate the performance of all reordering for alignment variants on five of the NIST Arabic-English test sets. As can be seen in Table 3 , on a large test set of more than 4,440 sentences, reordering matrix VS remarkably yields statistically significant improvements in BLEU (Papineni et al. 2002) and TER (Snover et al. 2006 ) over both baseline SMT systems at the 99% confidence level (Koehn 2004 ). In addition, restricting reordering to matrix VS also yields better scores than reordering all VS constructions. Results per test set are reported in Table 4 . It is worth noting that consistent improvements are obtained even on the large-scale system, and that both medium and large-scale baselines are strong full-fledged systems with distortion and lexicalized reordering models, as well as large 5-gram language models. 
Comparison of reordered alignments against manual word alignments
How do the gains in BLEU and TER relate to the changes in word alignment introduced by matrix VS reordering? Since manual word alignments are available in the English-Arabic parallel treebank, we can evaluate our word alignment strategies intrinsically by computing their Alignment Error Rate with respect to the manual alignments. Our test set comprised 4,630 sentences from the broadcast news section of the parallel treebank. Note that we did not include the newswire section in the evaluation since it was used as training data for our dependency parser.
Using the medium-scale models, the alignments obtained with the baseline system and matrix VS reordering yield very close error rates (58.42 and 58.45 respectively), while reordering all VS yields a slightly higher error rate (58.58). Since most of the words are unaffected by our reordering strategy, it is not surprising that the difference in Table 5 Comparison of alignment links learned with and without reordering: in columns 3-6, the number in row i and column j represents the percentage of alignment links in system i that are identical to alignment links in system j on a sample of 15k sentence pairs error rates are small. These numbers essentially suggest that the automatic alignments are more similar to each other than to the manual alignment. However, we note that the reordering strategies that improve BLEU and TER do not help the alignment error rate. These results are consistent with previous work, showing that intrinsic evaluation of word alignment quality against manually created references does not correlate well with translation quality (see Lopez and Resnik 2006 , for an overview).
Comparison of reordered alignments against baseline alignments
We compare the word alignment links learned by the different versions of the system. For this comparison, we use a subset of the medium-scale bitext of about 15,000 sentence pairs, and compute the number of common alignment links that are identical for each pair of alignment methods. Table 5 shows that reordering matrix VS yields slightly fewer alignment links than both the baseline and the system that reordered all VS. Columns 3-5 shows that the word alignments learned with reordered matrix VS are quite different from all others: only 43% of these links are also learned by the baseline system, while more than 75% of the baseline links are covered with VS matrix reordering.
Comparison of reordered alignments against large-data oracle alignments
Finally, we compare the reordered alignments with large-data oracle alignments, that, unlike manual alignments, provably improve translation quality.
Since our large-scale baseline is trained on a superset of the medium-scale bitext, we use the word alignments learned for the large-scale baseline as large-data oracle alignments for the medium-scale system. As described in Sect. 3, the large-scale alignments are learned on a bitext that is more than five times larger than the medium-scale bitext.
Here, the large-scale alignments are viewed as a reference for comparison with alignment links obtained with all medium-scale systems. We use the same sample of sentences as in Sect. 4 and report the results in Table 4 , Column 6: of all three mediumscale conditions, the matrix VS reordering strategy yields the highest percentage of common links with the large-scale alignments.
In addition, since, unlike manual alignments, the large-data oracle alignments are available for the entire training bitext, we can directly quantify their impact on endto-end translation quality. We therefore build a fourth medium-scale system using the large-data oracle alignments: this system is trained using alignment links learned on the large bitext, but only for the subset of the bitext that matches the medium-scale data condition. 7 This oracle system improves the medium-scale baseline by +1.37 BLEU and −1.6 TER on the concatenated test sets. Comparing these improvements in BLEU and TER with those obtained in Table 3 shows that the gains obtained with VS reordering are quite significant: without using any additional SMT training data, our matrix VS reordering technique interestingly yields 44% of the gain in BLEU and 51% of the gain in TER obtained with the large-data oracle.
Related work
To the best of our knowledge, the only other approach to detecting and using Arabic VS constructions for SMT is that of Green et al. (2009) , which failed to improve Arabic-English SMT. Instead of directly modeling VS reordering, subject span information was used to encourage a phrase-based SMT decoder to use phrasal translations that do not break subject boundaries. Matrix and non-matrix subjects were not treated differently. In addition, their VS detection model is very different from ours, since it bypasses full syntactic parsing, but similarly produces noisy subject boundaries, especially at the "right edge". They report 65.9% precision and 61.3% F-score only detecting maximal (non-nested) subjects of verb-initial clauses (most comparable to our VS condition) using a different training/test split of the PATB (parts 1, 2 and 3) data. Both approaches use simplified POS tags , and various linguistic relations, such as the N-N construct (Idafa). However, while they use a generally flat (non-hierarchical) notation, trained with conditional random fields, we rely on hierarchical representations from dependency parsing, allowing us coverage of non-maximal subjects as well, in addition to matricity identification.
Syntactically motivated reordering for phrase-based SMT has been more successful on other language pairs than Arabic-English, perhaps due to more accurate parsers and less ambiguous reordering patterns than for Arabic VS. For instance, Collins et al. (2005) apply six manually defined transformations to German parse trees which yield an improvement of 1.6 BLEU on the Europarl German-English translation task. Recent results show however that such improvements are reachable only in specific training conditions, in particular when training and test data are very close to each other (Howlett and Dras 2011) . Xia and McCord (2004) learn reordering rules for French to English translations, which arguably presents less syntactic distortion than Arabic-English. Zhang et al. (2007) limit reordering to decoding for Chinese-English SMT using a lattice representation. Cherry (2008) uses dependency parses as cohesion constraints in decoding for French-English SMT. In addition, note that even syntaxaware SMT models often do not directly capture subject information, as they typically rely on phrase-structure representations (Marton and Resnik 2008 inter alia.) For Arabic-English phrase-based SMT, the impact of syntactic reordering as preprocessing is less clear. Habash (2007b) shows that syntactic reordering rules targeting Arabic-English word order differences help BLEU compared to phrase-based SMT limited to monotonic decoding, but improvements do not hold with distortion. Learning reordering rules has given positive results when using POS and shallow syntax in a ngram-based SMT system (Crego and Habash 2008) . Recently, Bisazza and Federico (2010) have reported promising results with lattice decoding for reordering clause-initial verbs in phrase-based SMT. Interestingly, they bypass the difficult problem of subject detection by automatically learning reordering rules based on base phrase chunks, rather than explicitly identifying subjects and their reordering patterns. It would be interesting to combine lattice decoding with our word alignment strategy, and compare the impact of full subject detection with that of shallow syntactic analysis. 8 Most previous syntax-aware word alignment models were specifically designed for syntax-based SMT systems. These models are often bootstrapped from existing word alignments, and could therefore benefit from our VS reordering approach. For instance, Fossum et al. (2008) , report improvements ranging from 0.1 to 0.5 BLEU on Arabic translation by learning to delete alignment links if they degrade their syntax-based translation system. Departing from commonly-used alignment strategies, Hermjakob (2009) aligns Arabic and English content words using pointwise mutual information, and in this process indirectly uses English sentences reordered into VS order to collect cooccurrence counts. The approach outperforms GIZA++ on a small scale translation task, but the impact of reordering alone is not evaluated.
Conclusion
We presented a novel method for improving overall SMT quality using noisy syntactic dependency parses: we use these parses to reorder VS constructions into SV order for word alignment only. This approach increases word alignment coverage and significantly improves BLEU and TER scores on two strong SMT baselines.
In addition, we showed that matrix VS constructions deserve special attention in Arabic-to-English translation. While most matrix VS constructions are translated in inverted order (SV), non-matrix (subordinate clause) VS constructions are inverted in only half the cases. Moreover, matrix VS construction spans are better detected than non-matrix VS. This suggest that it is not advisable to work under the naïve assumption that all Arabic VS constructions should be translated to English SV. Based on this observation, we refine the reordering rule applied to word alignments with a simple but crucial change: instead of reordering all Arabic VS constructions, we limit reordering to matrix VS. This approach yields further improvements in translation quality.
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